
Exchanging the Pith Hat for the Crow Bar:
Anthropological Research In the Squatters

Community in Amsterdam



Brief Introduction

A cultural anthropologist with a PhD in Anthropology from Yale.
 PhD, “The Autonomous Life?: Paradoxes of Hierarchy and
Authority in the Squatters Movement in Amsterdam,” based on
3.5 years of living and working in a squatters community
Originally American, lived and worked around the world for the
past 15 years: Latin America, the Middle East, South Asia, and
Northwest Europe
Since moving to London, have conducted ethnographic
research and semiotics analysis for marketing and design
consultancies



Brief History of the Squatters Movement
in Amsterdam

Situationist movement
that began in the 1970s
In reaction to massive
housing shortage
As well as to open up
space in constrictive,
conformist urban life
Defined by public
overtakes of housing



Collective Nostalgia:
“the Movement’s Height was in the 1980s”

Due to a series of high
profile riots and a vibrant
squatters subculture
Since the 1980s, the
movement is considered in
“decline”
It is embedded into the post-
war history of Amsterdam
Seen as part of a larger
radical left, counter cultural,
bohemian, hippy and punk
lifestyle



Data Collection Phase 1: Informational
Interviews and Observation

Two summers of pre-
dissertation fieldwork
Conducted informational
interviews with members of
kraakspreekuren (squatting
information hours)
Attended squatting actions,
and generally hung out in the
public social spaces of the
squatters’ subculture



Data Collection Phase 2:
Interviews and Participant Observation

Interviews of policy makers,
advocates, squatters, anti-
squatter, illegal subletters
Visited kraakspreekuren and
squatted social centers
Found people to interview,
snowball sampling
Began a period of participant
observation
Worked in the kitchen of a
squatted social center as the
second cook of one of two
voku (short for volkskeuken,
people’s kitchen) nights.



Data Collection Phase 3:
My Life as a Squatter

Eventually lived as a squatter for
over two years.
Lived in 4 different houses
Was evicted twice, jailed once
Cooked in the restaurant
Repaired house: heaters, toilets
Attended weekly squatting actions
Partied with fellow squatters
Worked on legal defenses and anti-
gentrification campaigns
Eventually moved out of squatters’
community in order to concentrate
and write the PhD



The PhD:
The Autonomous Life?

How people in an anarchist,
anti-hierarchical, anti-
authoritarian movement
constantly both disavow
while silently maintain
hierarchy and authority
Systematically examine the
contradiction between what
people say and what they do
in a highly ideological radical
left community



How does hierarchy work in a community
that rejects hierarchy?

What’s the best way to
understand social
structure in a
community that denies
structure?
Listen to gossip and
negative classifications;
“he’s not a real
squatter”
Observe



Squatter Capital

Squatter capital: skills and
performances that establish
authenticity and values

Squatting own house
Breaking skills
Building skills
Organizational skills-
Strategic manipulation
Non-instrumental acts of bravery;
“scene points”
A performance of hostility


